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SimStudio Tools Learning Objectives


Learn some of the not-so-obvious capabilities in SimStudio Tools to become more efficient



Learn how to identify and repair problem geometry in imported CAD Models



Learn how to simplify complex geometry to enable quicker and more robust Simulation meshes



Learn about round-tripping between SimStudio Tools and your Autodesk Simulation application for
iterative workflows

Description
This class will walk though techniques for preparing geometry for simulation using SimStudio Tools.
We'll cover hints that will help you to identify potentially problematic areas, and then we'll show you
how to quickly repair models, remove unneeded detail, and optimize the geometry in a way that will
help you to create a high-quality finite element analysis (FEA) or Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD)
mesh.

Your AU Expert
Tyler Henderson has been a user experience designer at Autodesk, Inc., for over 10 years. For half of that
time he worked on areas of Inventor software, including large assembly management, sketching, and
skeletal modeling. For the other half he worked on the Simulation Team designing next-generation
simulation products. His background is in Mechanical Engineering. Prior to Autodesk he designed heavy
off-highway equipment for 9 years. His passions are motorcycles, traveling, and building things by hand.
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General Tips to Get You Started
Toolbar Customization
 The main toolbar gives you access to the tools you’ll need in each Workspace. The icons you see
are buttons to activate the commands that are exposed. Additional commands are found in the
menus below each panel.
 You can decide which tools are exposed on the toolbar and which are hidden in the menus:

FIGURE 1: CUSTOMIZING THE TOOLBAR
Orbiting
 Set the type of Orbiting you want with the Navigation toolbar:

FIGURE 2: NAVIGATION TOOLBAR




A quick way to Orbit is to hold down the Shift key plus the Middle Mouse button and drag. This
is especially helpful if you need to select multiple things while orbiting because you can keep the
Shift button pressed and left click for selecting multiple things, then Middle Mouse button >
drag to orbit.
To set the center point for Orbit, move the pointer to the location where you want the center
point, then hold down the “Shift” key and single-click the middle mouse button. You’ll see a
little red dot appear momentarily.

Selection Behavior
 For assemblies, single-click selects entities (face, edge, or vertex), double-click selects the part
(component).
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For single or multi-body parts, single-click selects entities, double-click selects the entire part (all
bodies for a multi-body part).
The default Window-select selects faces and edges, and also bodies if the body is fully enclosed
by the window.
Hold the left mouse button to see the "Select Other" UI:

FIGURE 3: SELECT OTHER


Use Selection Filters to modify selection behavior.
o Use toolbar buttons to change filter quickly:

FIGURE 4: QUICK SELECTION FILTERS
o

Turn Off "Select Through" to only select things that can be seen in the camera view:

Physical and Geometric Properties


Determine Physical Properties of your model by right-clicking on a part or assembly in the
Browser or in the Canvas and choosing “Properties”:
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FIGURE 5: PHYSICAL PROPERTIES


Determine Geometric Properties by right-clicking on the top Browser object and choosing “Show
Model Summary”. This summary will be displayed in the lower-right corner of the Canvas until
you turn it off (repeat this step but choose “Hide Model Summary”):

FIGURE 6: MODEL SUMMARY

Component Color Cycling
 Use "Component Color Cycling Toggle" to make it easier to distinguish different parts when they
are all the same default colors:
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FIGURE 7: COMPONENT COLOR CYCLING


The component colors are also displayed next to browser items.

Editing Parts/Bodies
 You can "activate" a part or sub-assembly by clicking the radio button in the browser to give it
edit focus. Click the radio button on the top assembly to clear the part focus.
 If you just start creating a feature/body on the face of an existing part then that part is
automatically put into focus and the feature is added to that part or body. The focus is cleared
when you finish the feature.
 You can easily create a sub-assembly by dragging one or more parts onto another part in the
browser. The target part becomes the sub-assembly.
Hotkeys
 The “Delete” key deletes whatever is selected.
 The “H” key will hide whatever is selected.
 Use the “Esc” key to clear your selection when you can’t easily left-click in blank space.
Deleting: Solids vs. Surfaces
 When working on a solid body, selecting and deleting a face will prompt an automatic repair.
Meaning SimStudio will try to repair the surrounding geometry to maintain a solid body without
the selected face. Sometimes this isn’t possible and the delete will fail. Try selecting multiple
connected faces when this happens:
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FIGURE 8: DELETING SOLID GEOMETRY


When working with surface bodies, selecting and deleting a face will simply delete the face
without any attempt to repair. So if you want to delete a face on a solid without repairing it,
unstitch it first to turn it into a bunch of surfaces.

FIGURE 9: DELETING SURFACE GEOMETRY

Importing and Repairing CAD Models
Import Options
 Import options are found in the “Preferences” > “General” section:
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FIGURE 10: IMPORT OPTIONS







“Check for issues only” will check the model for issues but not report them. Found issues can
be viewed in the Repair Browser.
“Fix and Report issues” will check the model and try to fix the issues that were found. It will
report how many issues were found and how many were fixed.
“Don’t check for issues” will import the model without checking it. Use this for complex models
to speed up the import. You can perform the check after importing if you want.
“Auto stitch during import” will try to stitch the model into solid bodies if it is not already.
“Include small/sliver faces in Import check” will look for and identify small faces as issues in the
Repair Browser. Adjust the face size tolerance here also.
“Convert Bodies to Components during import” will convert multi-body parts to an assembly of
components, each containing one part.

Repair Browser
 The Repair Browser lists Geometry Issues and identifies the bodies that contain the issues. If
issues are found during import then the Repair Browser is shown by default and the title of the
Browser indicates that:
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FIGURE 11: REPAIR BROWSER


Use the Browser toggle button in the toolbar to switch between the Repair Browser and the
Model Browser:

FIGURE 12: SWITCHING TO MODEL BROWSER
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Evaluating Issues and the Repair Guide
 Us the Repair Browser to view issues found during import or when you run the Find and Fix tool.
Remember that not all issues must be repaired before exporting the model to your Simulation
tool. Most simulation meshers are somewhat tolerant of geometry issues, so if the model is
stitched and it’s solid, you might try meshing before trying to fix all of the issues or just focus on
the areas identified in the mesh failure report.
 Click on an issue in the Repair Browser to see where it occurs on the model and to see the
Repair Guide:

FIGURE 13: REPAIR GUIDE



The Repair Guide gives more information about the issue and suggestion on how to fix it.
To use the Auto Fix tool, right-click on the issue in the Repair Browser and choose “Auto Fix”.
Adjust the repair tolerance then click the “Auto Fix” button in the dialog:

FIGURE 14: AUTO FIX
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Other Repair Techniques


Remove unnecessary geometry prior to repairing to simplify the repair.



Unstitch then Re-Stitch the body or bodies that contain the issue. Sometimes the restitching process repairs issues that were created during the initial stitching.



Add a Solid Primitive in the problem area, remove some surrounding faces, then delete
the Primitive.



Merge Adjacent Faces. Try merging just two at a time if possible, but sometimes you
need to merger with all surrounding faces.
Try unstitching the problem area, then creating a Split around the problem area, then
delete the problem area, then Patch and re-Stitch.



Rebuilding Geometry that isn’t Repairable


Delete Features that can be easily added later.
o It’s much easier to work with core geometry without a bunch of fillets or rounds
to deal with. If they are needed you can add them back after you finish
rebuilding.



Take Advantage of Direct Modeling.
o Since SimStudio Tools does not capture modeling history, you can add, delete,
and manipulate geometry features without worrying about destroying
downstream features.



Sometimes it’s Easier to Work with Surfaces vs. Solids.
o As you’ve already learned, SimStudio tries to automatically repair solids when
geometry is deleted or tweaked. So to have more control over the result, try
unstitching the area of the model you are working on, then delete the bad
surface bodies and replace them. Then re-stich to turn the model back to solid.



Use Symmetry to your Advantage
o If the problem area is symmetrical to a non-problem area, then delete the
problem area and mirror the non-problem area.
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FIGURE 15: USING SYMMETRY TO REBUILD


Focus on the Problem Area by hiding the Rest of the Model

Simplifying Complex Geometry for Simulation Meshing


Start by eliminating parts/bodies that aren’t needed for the simulation.
o

Use Selection Tools like Select-by-size, Select-by-name, and Select all occurrences to
select multiple parts/bodies then Suppress them.

FIGURE 16: SELECTING AND SUPPRESSING SMALL PARTS


Next, use the Interference tool to find and remove interfering volumes between bodies you
select. This will help meshing and contact creation in Simulation.
o This tool can also be used to identify faces that are already coincident.
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FIGURE 17: INTERFERENCE ANALYSIS


Next, use Replace with Primitives tool to replace complex parts with a simple body. This is
helpful if the volume and/or mass of the original part is important for the Simulation but the
details are not.
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FIGURE 18: REPLACE WITH PRIMITIVE


Next, remove unnecessary features from the remaining parts using the Remove Features and
Remove Faces tools.
o Remove Features recognizes multiple features and a range of sizes.
o Remove Faces can be used on geometry that isn’t recognized as a feature.
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FIGURE 19: REMOVING FEATURES AND FACES

Simulation-specific Simplifications


Use Midsurface Shell tool to replace thin solid parts/bodies with a 2D surface body. This tool is
automated and can result in gaps in the resulting surface body.



After using Midsurface Shell, use the Gap Fill tool to help fill in remaining gaps and connect
disjointed portions of the shell.
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FIGURE 20: FILLING GAPS AFTER SHELL


If you need to create a split region on a face but there is not geometry to project onto the face,
you can use the Surface Primitive tools and create a volume (Sphere, Cylinder, or Box) on the
face. Then you can use the Split Face command and select the Primitive as the cutting tool. This
will split the face where the Primitive and the face intersect.

FIGURE 21: CREATING A SPLIT ON A NON-PLANAR FACE
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Fluid Volumes
o Before using the Fluid Volume tool, remember to add Patches over all holes where you
don’t want the fluid to enter (for External volumes) or exit (for Internal volumes).

FIGURE 22: ADDING PATCHES BEFORE FLUID VOLUME
o
o

Once you activate the Fluid Volume tool, you must select the main body(ies) plus the
caps/patches as the “Tool”.
If you set the Volume type to “Internal”, you can select both solid bodies and faces. So
an easy way to select a solid body without modifying the selection filter is to just select
an edge of the body.

FIGURE 23: SELECTING THE BODY FOR FLUID VOLUME


You’ll know you have a complete fluid volume when it turns red:
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FIGURE 24: FLUID VOLUME PREVIEW


Then the new fluid body will appear as a new Component in the browser. Right-click on it and
choose “Isolate” to see it:

FIGURE 25: SUCCESSFUL INTERNAL FLUID VOLUME

Working between SimStudio Tools and Autodesk Simulation Applications



If you open your CAD Model in SimStudio Tools first, you can simplify your model before starting
your Simulation.
In SimStudio Tools you will see an Add-in button in the toolbar for each Autodesk Simulation
application you have installed. One each for Simulation Mechanical, Moldflow, and CFD.
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FIGURE 26: SIMULATION APPLICATION ADD-IN



When you are finished simplifying your CAD model in SimStudio tools, click the add-in button of
the simulation application you want to use. Note: For Simulation Mechanical you will have to
have the application running first, the add-in tool will not launch Simulation Mechanical.
You simplified model will open in the application you chose.
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FIGURE 27: TRANSFER TO SIMULATION MECHANICAL




Next, you can start working on your Simulation setup and save you document in the Simulation
application.
If you decide you need to make more simplifications or modifications to your model, simply go
back to SimStudio Tools; make your changes, save it in SimStudio Tools, then click the Add-in
button again. The model will be updated in your Simulation application but your setup will be
retained:
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FIGURE 28: UPDATING MODEL IN SIMULATION MECHANICAL
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